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10.30 a.m.

ORD GNÓ
ORDER OF BUSINESS

241. (l) Tairiscint maidir le hOileáin Amach ón gCósta (vótáil a cuireadh siar).
(a) Motion re Offshore Islands (postponed division).

242. (l) Tairiscint maidir le Talmhaíocht (vótáil a cuireadh siar).
(a) Motion re Agriculture (postponed division).

240. (l) Tairiscint  maidir  le hÁiteanna  san  Oideachas  Riachtanas  Speisialta  (vótáil  a 
cuireadh siar).

(a) Motion re Special Needs Education Places (postponed division).

20. Tairiscint maidir leis an Tuarascáil maidir le hOideachas Caidrimh agus Gnéasachta.
Motion re Report on Relationships and Sexuality Education. 

FÓGRA I dTAOBH GNÓ NUA
NOTICE OF NEW BUSINESS

6a. An Bille um Dhiamhasla (Cionta a Chealú agus Nithe Gaolmhara), 2019 [Seanad] — An 
Dara Céim. 

Blasphemy (Abolition of Offences and Related Matters) Bill 2019 [Seanad] — Second 
Stage. 

41a. Tairiscint maidir le Tuarascáil maidir le hÉisteachtaí i ndáil le Printíseachtaí agus Cúrsaí  
Oiliúna a Ghlacadh.

Motion  re  Report  on  Hearings  Relating  to  the  Uptake  of  Apprenticeships  and 
Traineeships.

62a. An Bille um Ghairmeacha Rialáilte (Sláinte  agus Cúram Sóisialach)  (Leasú),  2019 — 
Ordú don Tuarascáil. 

Regulated Professions  (Health  and Social  Care)  (Amendment)  Bill  2019 — Order  for 
Report.

P.T.O.
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 I dTOSACH GNÓ PHOIBLÍ 
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF PUBLIC BUSINESS

Billí ón Seanad: Bills from the Seanad

6a. An Bille um Dhiamhasla (Cionta a Chealú agus Nithe Gaolmhara), 2019 [Seanad] — An 
Dara Céim. 

Blasphemy (Abolition of Offences and Related Matters) Bill 2019 [Seanad] — Second 
Stage. 

Fógraí Tairisceana: Notices of Motions

20.  “Go dtabharfaidh  Dáil  Éireann dá haire 
an  Tuarascáil  ón  gComhchoiste  um 
Oideachas  agus  Scileanna  dar  teideal 
‘Tuarascáil  maidir  le  hOideachas  Caidrimh 
agus  Gnéasachta’,  ar  leagadh  cóipeanna  di 
faoi bhráid Dháil Éireann an 29 Eanáir 2019.

That  Dáil  Éireann  shall  take  note  of  the 
Report of the Joint Committee on Education 
and Skills  entitled  ‘Report  on Relationships 
and  Sexuality  Education’,  copies  of  which 
were  laid  before  Dáil  Éireann  on  29th 
January, 2019.”

—Fiona O'Loughlin,
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Education and Skills.

[30 January, 2019]

41a.  “Go dtabharfaidh Dáil Éireann dá haire 
an  Tuarascáil  ón  gComhchoiste  um 
Oideachas  agus  Scileanna  dar  teideal 
‘Tuarascáil  maidir  le  hÉisteachtaí  i  ndáil  le 
Printíseachtaí  agus  Cúrsaí  Oiliúna  a 
Ghlacadh’,  ar  leagadh  cóipeanna  di  faoi 
bhráid  Dháil  Éireann  an  25  Meán  Fómhair 
2019.

That  Dáil  Éireann  shall  take  note  of  the 
Report of the Joint Committee on Education 
and  Skills  entitled  ‘Report  on  Hearings 
Relating  to  the  Uptake  of  Apprenticeships 
and Traineeships’, copies of which were laid 
before  Dáil  Éireann  on  25th  September, 
2019.”

—Fiona O'Loughlin,
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Education and Skills.

[26 September, 2019]

ORDUITHE AN LAE
ORDERS OF THE DAY

62a. An Bille um Ghairmeacha Rialáilte  (Sláinte agus Cúram Sóisialach) (Leasú),  2019 — 
Ordú don Tuarascáil. 

Regulated Professions (Health and Social  Care)  (Amendment)  Bill  2019 — Order  for 
Report.

GNÓ COMHALTAÍ PRÍOBHÁIDEACHA
PRIVATE MEMBERS' BUSINESS

Tairiscint (vótáil a cuireadh siar):
Motion (posponed division):
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240. “That Dáil Éireann:

notes that:

— many parents  of children with special  needs are facing considerable  difficulties in  
securing  school  places  for  their  children,  despite  the  school  year  having  started  
already;

— of the 1,622 special classes in place, 849 are primary autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 
classes while only 370 post-primary ASD classes are in mainstream schools;

— removing the  Home  Tuition  Grant,  when school  places  are  unsuitable  for  special 
needs children with other medical complications, can be unfair;

— some special schools have been awaiting a new building for up to 13 years;

— 384 children are in receipt of the Home Tuition Grant, many because they have not  
been able to secure a school place;

— the National Council for Special Education (NCSE) has already informed the Minister 
for Education and Skills that parents in South Dublin and Cork are having trouble  
securing school places for their children;

— in the Dublin area, the Delivering Equality of Opportunity in Schools (DEIS) schools,  
provide a disproportionate number of school  places by comparison with non-DEIS 
schools;

— in the neighbouring regions of Dublin 2, 4, 6 and 6 West, the ratio of available places 
to children with ASD is 1:782, while the national average is 1:100;

— in all areas of the country there are children who travel very long distances to secure  
suitable school places; and

— the Home Tuition Grant scheme application forms were published a full two weeks  
later in 2019 than the previous year;

further notes that:

— there are no official figures on the number of children with special needs who do not  
have an appropriate school place;

— 22 per cent of special schools are on a list for large-scale projects by comparison with 
9 per cent of mainstream schools;

— according to a recent survey 84 per cent of parents of children with disabilities believe 
that their children do not get the therapies that they need due to long waiting lists or  
unfilled positions;

— many parents are frustrated by the information made available by the NCSE;

— the Minister for Education and Skills has the power under the Education Act, 1998 to  
direct  a  school  to  provide  additional  provision  where  all  reasonable  efforts  have 
failed;

— many applications for home tuition remain to be dealt with for this school year; and

— many appeals in respect of reduced SNA provision remain to be dealt with;

agrees that:

— the advice of clinicians and the wishes of parents should be a priority for the delivery 
of education to children with special needs;

P.T.O.
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— no  child  should  experience  a  delay  in  the  start  of  their  school  year  because  of 
administrative issues;

— even in the Dublin 15 area where the Government believes it has resolved the issue,  
schools and special classes remain unopened;

— teachers should be provided with the resources and training they need to uphold every 
child’s right to an education;

— DEIS schools should not be tasked disproportionately with providing special classes;  
and

— the failure to collect information on the educational outcomes of children with special 
needs across all outcomes is not the right policy to follow and has led to a lack of  
oversight; and

calls on the Government to:

— urgently resolve the issues which have been officially identified in Cork and South  
Dublin;

— commit to an appropriate amount of special classes in each administrative area and to 
publish an implementation plan as urgently as possible;

— urgently engage with unions to ensure that all Individual Education Plans are in place 
for every child;

— produce a rationale for the gap which exists in funding for children with special needs  
at primary and secondary level schools and commit to closing that gap;

— prioritise  the  construction  of special  schools  on the Department  of  Education  and 
Skills project list;

— issue a circular outlining the financial resources and staff training available to schools  
who wish to open a new special class;

— produce a five year forecast of the current and future need for special needs education  
places  in  the  catchment  area  of  each  school  and  to  communicate  this  demand  to 
schools within each area and within six months;

— publish a list, by school, each June of all available school places in ASD units for the 
coming school year;

— commit to using the powers contained within the Education (Admission to Schools) 
Act 2018 where implementation plans deem it necessary;

— have an appropriate inspection regime in respect of special classes; and

— commit to the publication of an annual report on the number and circumstances of 
students with special educational needs, and the number whose needs are not being 
met by the education system and why.” — Thomas Byrne, Fiona O'Loughlin, Bobby  
Aylward,  John  Brassil,  Declan  Breathnach,  James  Browne,  Mary  Butler,  Jackie  
Cahill, Dara Calleary, Pat Casey, Shane Cassells, Jack Chambers, Lisa Chambers,  
Niall  Collins, Barry Cowen, John Curran, Stephen Donnelly, Timmy Dooley, Sean  
Fleming, Pat the Cope Gallagher, Seán Haughey, John Lahart, James Lawless, Marc  
MacSharry,  Micheál  Martin,  Charlie  McConalogue,  Michael  McGrath,  John  
McGuinness,  Aindrias  Moynihan,  Michael  Moynihan,  Eugene  Murphy,  Margaret  
Murphy  O'Mahony,  Darragh  O'Brien,  Jim  O'Callaghan,  Éamon  Ó  Cuív,  Willie  
O'Dea, Kevin O'Keeffe,  Frank O'Rourke,  Anne Rabbitte,  Eamon Scanlon,  Brendan  
Smith, Niamh Smyth, Robert Troy.

[24 September, 2019]
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Leasuithe:
Amendments: 

1. To delete all words after “calls on the Government to:” and substitute the following:

“— provide all  necessary resources and training to urgently resolve issues which have 
been officially identified in Cork and South Dublin;

— commit to an appropriate amount of special classes in each administrative area and to 
publish an implementation and resourcing plan as urgently as possible;

— implement the Education for Persons with Special  Educational  Needs Act  2004 in 
full, and urgently engage with unions and the education partners to ensure that all  
Individual  Education  Plans  are  in  place  and  fully  resourced  for  every child  with 
assessed special educational needs;

— produce a rationale for the gap which exists in funding for children with special needs  
at primary and secondary level schools and commit to closing that gap;

— prioritise  the  construction  of  special  schools  on the Department  of  Education  and 
Skills project list;

— issue a circular outlining the financial resources and staff training available to schools  
who wish to open a new special class;

— produce a five year forecast of the current and future need for special needs education  
places both across the State and also in the catchment  area of each school  and to  
communicate this demand to schools within each area and within six months;

— publish a list, by school, each May of all available school places in ASD units for the 
coming school year;

— commit to using the powers contained within the Education (Admission to Schools) 
Act 2018 where implementation plans deem it necessary, giving a minimum notice of 
six months to schools affected;

— have an appropriate inspection regime in respect of special classes and ensure that 
there are an adequate number of inspectors to facilitate this;

— commit to the publication of an annual report on the number and circumstances of 
students with special educational needs, and the number whose needs are not being 
met by the education system and why;

— provide  adequate  budgets  to  ensure  that  special  schools  have  proper  provision  of 
therapies to support their students;

— provide for greater flexibility in the School Transport Scheme for children attending  
special schools or ASD units, that may not be the nearest special school, but were 
unable to obtain a place in the nearest special school or ASD unit; and

— immediately establish an all-party Oireachtas Committee on Autism, as set out and 
supported  by  all  groups  in  the  motion  agreed  by  the  House  on  World  Autism 
Awareness Day, 2nd April, 2019, and for this Committee to develop and publish a 
comprehensive  autism  empowerment  strategy  within  a  six  month  period  of  its  
establishment.” (resumed)  — Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire, Gerry Adams, John Brady,  
Pat  Buckley,  Seán Crowe,  David Cullinane,  Pearse Doherty,  Dessie  Ellis,  Martin  
Ferris,  Kathleen Funchion,  Martin Kenny,  Mary Lou McDonald,  Denise  Mitchell,  
Imelda Munster,  Jonathan O'Brien, Eoin Ó Broin, Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin,  Louise  
O'Reilly, Aengus Ó Snodaigh, Maurice Quinlivan, Brian Stanley.

P.T.O.
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2. To delete all words after “calls on the Government to:” and substitute the following:

“— urgently resolve the issues which have been officially identified in Cork and South  
Dublin;

— commit to an appropriate amount of special classes in each administrative area and to 
publish an implementation and resourcing plan as urgently as possible;

— implement  the Education for Persons with Special  Educational  Needs Act 2004 in 
full,  and urgently engage with the education partners  to ensure  that  all  Individual  
Education Plans are in place and fully resourced for every child with assessed special  
educational needs;

— produce a rationale for the gap which exists in funding for children with special needs  
at primary and secondary level schools and commit to closing that gap;

— prioritise  the  construction  of special  schools  on the Department  of  Education  and 
Skills project list;

— issue a circular outlining the financial resources and staff training available to schools  
who wish to open a new special class;

— produce a five year forecast of the current and future need for special needs education  
places  in  the  catchment  area  of  each  school  and  to  communicate  this  demand  to 
schools within each area and within six months;

— publish a list, by school, each May of all available school places in ASD units for the 
coming school year;

— commit to using the powers contained within the Education (Admission to Schools) 
Act 2018 where implementation plans deem it necessary, giving a minimum notice of 
six months to schools affected;

— have an appropriate inspection regime in respect of special classes; and

— commit to the publication of an annual report on the number and circumstances of 
students with special educational needs, and the number whose needs are not being 
met by the education system and why.” —Róisín Shortall, Catherine Murphy.

3. To delete all words after “calls on the Government to:” and substitute the following:

“—

——

commit to fully resourcing the Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs 
Act 2004, through additional investment in the upcoming budget;

— commit to restoring the school capitation to pre-2011 levels, and to reducing class  
sizes to the European Union average;

— provide all necessary resources and training to urgently resolve the issues which have 
been officially identified in Cork, South Dublin, and also recently in Dublin 15;

— commit to an appropriate number of special classes in each administrative area and to  
publish an implementation and resourcing plan as urgently as possible;

— urgently engage with unions and education partners to fully enact and resource the 
Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs Act 2004 so that Individual  
Education Plans are in place and fully resourced for every child with assessed special  
educational needs;

— produce  a rationale  for  the gap which exists  in  funding for  children with special  
needs at primary and secondary level schools and commit to closing that gap;

— prioritise  the construction of special  schools  on the Department  of Education and 
Skills project list;

— issue  a  circular  outlining  the  financial  resources  and  staff  training  available  to 
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schools who wish to open a new special class;
— produce  a  five  year  forecast  of  the  current  and  future  need  for  special  needs 

education  places  in  the  catchment  area  of  each  school  and  to  communicate  this  
demand  to  schools  within  each  area  and  within  six  months,  and  to  set  aside 
appropriate  financial  support  needed to insure the completion of the thousands of  
individual reports this will require;

— publish a list, by school, each May of all available school places in special classes for  
the coming school year;

— commit to using the powers contained within the Education (Admission to Schools) 
Act 2018 where implementation plans deem it necessary, giving a minimum notice of  
six months to schools affected;

— have an appropriate inspection regime in respect of special classes; and
— commit to the publication of an annual report on the number and circumstances of  

students with special educational needs, and the number whose needs are not being 
met by the education system and why.” — Gino Kenny, Bríd Smith, Richard Boyd  
Barrett.

Tairiscint (vótáil a cuireadh siar):
Motion (posponed division):

241. “That Dáil Éireann:

notes that:

— offshore  islands  and  their  communities  are  a  dynamic  resource  in  a  developing 
Ireland, representing an extraordinary repository of language, culture and heritage and 
constituting a unique element in the fabric of Irish society;

— offshore islands make special economic, social and cultural contributions to the life of  
the nation;

— the decline in the population of offshore islands by 155 persons from the Census 2011 
figure of 2,889 to the Census 2016 figure of 2,734, representing a 5.4 per cent decline,  
represents  a  serious  challenge  to  the  future  of  the  islands  as  viable,  vibrant  
communities;

— the inaction of successive Governments in addressing the need for an offshore islands  
policy has been accompanied by a decline in population and a decline in the number  
of Irish speakers, putting their unique cultural and linguistic heritage at risk;

— there has been a reduction in daily use of the Irish language of 11 per cent on the three  
Aran Islands (Inis Meáin, Inis Mór and Inis Oírr) where the percentage of active daily 
Irish speakers has fallen from 63 per cent of the population (over three years of age)  
in 2011 to 57 per cent in 2016;

— the  1996  ‘Report  of  the  Interdepartmental  Co-ordinating  Committee  on  Island 
Development: A strategic framework for developing the offshore islands of Ireland’ 
was the last published strategy on the islands;

— the 1996 Interdepartmental Co-ordinating Committee on Island Development did not 
include  any offshore  island  representatives  on  its  steering  committee  and  did  not 
deliver on its ambitious range of recommendations;

— the 1996 Report pledged to begin work ‘immediately’ and to agree a programme of 
work by early 1996, and since then policies have been adopted on an  ad hoc basis, 

P.T.O.
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which are entirely insufficient to address the growing need for action;

— there is currently no policy for offshore islands; and

— the  Minister  of  State  at  the  Department  of  Culture,  Heritage  and  the  Gaeltacht  
announced  his  intention  to  seek  Government  approval  to  establish  an 
Interdepartmental Committee for Island Development;

further notes that no date has been set for the work to begin and no timeframe for the work to  
be completed;

recognises:

— that islanders have an unparalleled knowledge of both the problems and the solutions 
required to ensure  a sustainable future and must  therefore  be the prime movers in 
drawing up and delivering on future plans;

— the challenges faced by offshore island communities;

— the unique cultural and economic assets of island populations;

— the economic potential  offered  by sustainable  offshore  island communities  for  the 
country as a whole;

— the work of offshore island cooperatives in providing equitable and sustainable social  
and economic opportunities and supports; and

— the need for an urgent and comprehensive policy along with an action plan to ensure  
the future viability of offshore island communities; and

calls on the Government to:

— develop a policy for offshore islands,  underpinned by the principles  of equity and 
social partnership between island communities and State agencies;

— outline an action plan and a timeframe for the delivery of each policy objective;

— ensure  island  representation  on  the  Interdepartmental  Committee  for  Island 
Development; and

— engage in meaningful consultation with islanders in the formulation of an offshore  
islands policy and action plan, including in the areas of housing, health, energy, waste 
management, climate change, education, communication, employment and transport.” 
—  Catherine  Connolly,  Thomas  P.  Broughan,  Joan  Collins,  Maureen  O'Sullivan,  
Thomas Pringle.

[17 September, 2019]
Leasú (atógáil): 
Amendment (resumed):

1. To delete all the words after “Dáil Éireann:” and substitute the following:

“notes that:

— offshore  islands  and  their  communities  are  a  dynamic  resource  in  a  developing 
Ireland, representing an extraordinary repository of language, culture and heritage and  
constituting a unique element in the fabric of Irish society;

— offshore islands make special economic, social and cultural contributions to the life of  
the nation; and

— the decline in the population of offshore islands by 155 persons from the Census 2011 
figure of 2,889 to the Census 2016 figure of 2,734, representing a 5.4 per cent decline,  
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represents  a  serious  challenge  to  the  future  of  the  islands  as  viable,  vibrant  
communities; and

recognises:

— the investment being made by the Government in the language planning process on 
the Gaeltacht islands;

— the  significant  investment  made  by  Government  in  improving  access  harbour 
infrastructure since 1996;

— the work that has been done by Comhar Oileán na hÉireann and the individual island 
communities to date;

— that  the island populations are unique cultural  assets,  and that  they face particular  
challenges;

— that substantial progress has been made in terms of transport supports for the islands,  
with some 25 subsidised cargo, passenger and air services now in operation, serving  
islands all along the coast;

— that the Minister  of State for the Irish language, the Gaeltacht  and the Islands has 
established an Interdepartmental Committee for the Islands with representatives from 
the following Departments:

— Justice and Equality;

— Communications, Climate Action and Environment;

— Defence;

— Housing, Planning and Local Government;

— Employment Affairs and Social Protection;

— Business, Enterprise and Innovation;

— Agriculture, Food and the Marine;

— Rural and Community Development;

— Health;

— Education and Skills;

— Transport, Tourism and Sport; and

— Children and Youth Affairs;

— that the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht will be consulting widely 
with island communities on an island-by-island basis and with Comhdháil Oileáin na 
hÉireann on the policy being developed;

— that it is envisaged that the Committee, which will be chaired by the Minister of State  
with responsibility for the Islands, will meet on 24th September, 2019, and will, in 
consultation with all  of  the relevant  stakeholders,  draw up an islands policy,  from 
which an action plan will then be developed and implemented; and

— that  the  action  plan,  which  will  be  presented  to  Cabinet,  will  comprise  specific  
commitments for implementation by Government agencies, that will  be measurable 
and time bound.” — Seán M. Ó Cadhain, Aire Stáit ag an Roinn Cultúir, Oidhreachta  
agus Gaeltachta.

P.T.O.
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Tairiscint (vótáil a cuireadh siar):
Motion (posponed division):

242. “That Dáil Éireann:

notes:

— that  beef and suckler farmers are at their  wits’  end, experiencing a severe income  
crisis, under significant financial stress, and struggling to maintain their livelihoods;

— how utter despair has forced individual farmers to resume protest at factories;

— the determined action by beef farmers in support of the Beef Plan Movement protests 
over a number of weeks which forced processors to the negotiating table last month;

— how beef prices have slumped downward even further to €3.45 - €3.55 per kilogram,  
significantly below the cost of production;

— the thousands of staff that have been laid off from meat processing plants;

— farmers’  dependency  on  direct  payments  under  the  Common  Agricultural  Policy 
(CAP) for their  livelihoods,  with average suckler  incomes in the  region of €8,000 
according to Teagasc;

— the low farmer uptake in the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) scheme;

— how half of all Irish beef exports go to the United Kingdom (UK) market, and that a  
no-deal  Brexit  represents an existential  threat  to the viability of beef farming with 
fully tariffed trade adding up to €800 million in costs, while prices would fall to €2.50 
per kilogram;

— that the Government has failed to adequately promote and incentivise the uptake of  
Producer  Organisations  (POs)  in  the  beef  sector  with  just  one  registration 
greenlighted to date, despite a legal basis for POs established in 2016;

— the  Taoiseach’s  comments  regarding  meat  consumption  have  infuriated  suckler 
farmers  and  undermined  State  policy  to  promote  Irish  beef  product  in  overseas  
markets;

— the  Government  did  not  build  sufficient  support  with  European  counterparts  at  
European Union (EU) level to prevent increased access of 99,000 tonnes of beef from 
Mercosur countries in the draft trade agreement; and

— the  severe  financial  difficulties  being experienced  by knackeries,  and  the  onerous  
provisions under the fallen animal scheme; and

calls on the Government to:

— ensure meat processors return to talks and remove legal threats, while retailers must  
also attend stakeholder discussions;

— resolve the outstanding issues (fair prices, 30 month age restriction, four movement 
rule and 70 days residency requirement) with meat processors, retailers and farming 
organisations;

— work with the European Commission to immediately deliver an emergency crisis fund 
for beef farmers by using CAP market disturbance aid for price losses suffered since  
May, and to mitigate a doomsday no-deal Brexit for the sector;

— avail of all avenues to increase live export trade, and the Minister for Agriculture,  
Food and the Marine and Bord Bia must actively seek out new live export markets for  
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cattle, which acts as a key safety value for the sector;

— ensure complete transparency with respect to market prices in the supply chain and  
establish a commission of investigation into the beef sector to examine retailer and 
processer margins;

— introduce a beef market index and require processors to publish weekly price reports;

— immediately commence the process of working towards the introduction of a €200 
suckler cow payment;

— strengthen the position of the primary producer in the food supply chain and transpose 
the EU Directive on Unfair Trading Practices into Irish law swiftly, which should be 
enforced by an independent national food ombudsman;

— ensure all 2019 CAP payments issue swiftly, including:

— Basic Payment Scheme;

— Green Low-Carbon Agri-Environment Scheme (GLAS);

— Areas of Natural Constraint payment (ANC);

— Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Schemes (TAMS);

— Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP);

— Sheep Welfare System;

— Knowledge Transfer Programme; and

— Hen Harrier Programme;

— extend the deadline for applications to the BEAM scheme, while making immediate 
changes to the conditions  attached to the scheme, which are overly restrictive and 
preventing farmers from applying;

— give adequate financial support to establish POs in the beef sector;

— reject any final Mercosur deal, which would undermine EU climate change policy, 
increase the deforestation of the Amazon and depress prices in Europe;

— examine introducing a farmer’s charter, which processors and retailers would have to  
obey if they wish to avail of Bord Bia’s Quality Assurance logo;

— commission a full review of the Quality Pricing System (QPS) grid, while working 
with  stakeholders  to  ensure  all  animals  which  come  from a  quality  assured  farm 
receive some level of bonus payment;

— market  Irish  grass-fed  beef  as  a  premium brand  to  extract  an  increased  return  to 
farmers, while secure Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) status for our suckler  
beef at EU level in order to increase its promotional value; and

— provide  additional  funding  to  ensure  the  viability  of  the  knackery industry,  while 
reviewing the fallen animal scheme.” — Charlie McConalogue, Jackie Cahill, Bobby  
Aylward,  John Brassil,  Declan  Breathnach,  James  Browne,  Mary  Butler,  Thomas  
Byrne, Dara Calleary, Pat Casey, Shane Cassells, Jack Chambers, Lisa Chambers,  
Niall  Collins, Barry Cowen, John Curran, Stephen Donnelly, Timmy Dooley, Sean  
Fleming, Pat the Cope Gallagher, Seán Haughey, John Lahart, James Lawless, Marc  
MacSharry,  Micheál  Martin,  Michael  McGrath,  John  McGuinness,  Aindrias  
Moynihan,  Michael  Moynihan,  Eugene  Murphy,  Margaret  Murphy  O'Mahony,  
Darragh O'Brien, Jim O'Callaghan, Éamon Ó Cuív, Willie O'Dea, Kevin O'Keeffe,  

P.T.O.
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Fiona O'Loughlin, Frank O'Rourke, Anne Rabbitte, Eamon Scanlon, Brendan Smith,  
Niamh Smyth, Robert Troy.

[17 September, 2019]
Leasuithe: 
 Amendments:

1. (a) To delete the words “introduce a beef market index and require processors to publish  
weekly price reports;” and substitute the following:

“— establish a beef market observatory to require processors to publish daily price reports  
to the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine regarding:

 — the prices for cattle (euros per kilogram) established on that day, categorised by:

— type of purchase;

— the quantity of cattle purchased;

— a range of the estimated live weights of the cattle purchased;

— an estimate  of the percentage of the cattle purchased that  were of a  
quality grade of choice or better; and

— any premiums or discounts associated with:

— weight, grade or yield; or

— any type of purchase; and

 — the quantity of cattle delivered to the processor (quoted in numbers of herd) on 
that day, categorised by:

— type of purchase;

— the quantity of cattle delivered on a live weight basis; and

— the quantity of cattle delivered on a dressed weight basis; and

calls on the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine to make the information available to 
the public every reporting day;”;

(b) To insert the following after “Hen Harrier Programme;”:

“— adequately uphold the Farmers Charter of Rights;”; and

(c) To insert the following after “while reviewing the fallen animal scheme.”:

“— carry out a study on how the family farming model can be preserved in the face of the 
increasing prevalence of feedlots.” — Brian Stanley, Gerry Adams, John Brady, Pat  
Buckley, Seán Crowe, David Cullinane, Pearse Doherty, Dessie Ellis, Martin Ferris,  
Kathleen Funchion,  Martin Kenny,  Mary Lou McDonald,  Denise Mitchell,  Imelda  
Munster,  Jonathan O'Brien,  Eoin Ó Broin,  Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin,  Donnchadh Ó  
Laoghaire, Louise O'Reilly, Aengus Ó Snodaigh, Maurice Quinlivan.

2. To delete all words after “Dáil Éireann:” and substitute the following:

“notes:

— that  the  beef  sector  has  experienced  a  sustained  period  of  depressed  prices  and 
farmers are experiencing very challenging conditions, and prices are now 9 per cent  
below the same period last year, and have been consistently depressed since autumn 
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2018,  for  a  variety  of  reasons,  including  sterling  weakness  and  the  uncertainty 
surrounding Brexit, with the United Kingdom accounting for 50 per cent of Irish beef  
exports;

— that the overwhelming consensus among farm representatives and other stakeholders 
is that the current impasse in the sector needs to be resolved to permit farmers with  
finished stock to  have them processed,  to protect  blue chip markets,  especially in 
advance of Brexit, and to avoid any long-term damage to the sector;

— that with that in mind, an agreement was reached between the processing sector and 
seven  farming  organisations/representatives  in  recent  days  to  resolve  the  current  
difficulties;

— that this agreement includes a range of immediate benefits  for farmers in terms of  
bonus payments and also includes a commitment to develop a beef market price index 
model and a review of the Quality Pricing System (QPS) grid;

— the importance of upholding this agreement in the broader interests of the beef sector  
as a whole, from the perspective of suppliers, processors and those employed by the  
processing sector;

— that up to 10,000 jobs in the processing sector are threatened by the continuation of  
the dispute and the livelihoods of 80,000 farm families are at stake; and

— while the Government cannot legally intervene on setting beef prices in the sector,  
every effort is being made to bring about a resolution to the current situation and to 
fully support the future development of the beef sector;

further notes that:

— the  Government  has  negotiated  a  €100  million  Beef  Exceptional  Aid  Measure  
(BEAM), co-funded by the European Union (EU) and the Exchequer, in recognition 
of market difficulties in the beef sector;

— the BEAM deadline  is  currently open for  applications  and has  been  extended  for  
another week for new applications, to be facilitated at the Ploughing Championships  
this week;

— this funding is in addition to a new €20 million Beef Environmental Efficiency Pilot,  
launched in January 2019;

— the first ever legal framework for setting up producer organisations was introduced by 
Government and extensively promoted, and this has led to the approval of the first  
beef Producer Organisation last week, which will provide farmers with a legal basis 
for negotiating a better deal in the marketplace; and

— the  Government  has  actively  advocated  to  safeguard  the  Irish  beef  sector  in  the  
context of the Mercosur Agreement and will continue to do so as the Agreement is  
further deliberated at an EU level; and

recognises that:

— a Beef Market Taskforce is being established to develop a sustainable pathway for the 
future of the beef sector and to provide a platform for engagement with retailers and  
other key stakeholders in the sector;

— this Taskforce will provide for a robust implementation structure for the commitments  
entered into in the Beef Sector Agreement of 15th September;

— an independent examination on price composition on the supply chain in the sector is  
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being undertaken;

— an analysis of competition issues is being drawn up;

— there  continues  to  be  active  engagement  on  the  development  of  Protected 
Geographical Indication for Irish beef and on promotional activity for Irish beef in 
key target markets;

— a public  consultation  process  on the transposition  of  the  Unfair  Trading Practices  
Directive and the establishment of a regulator for the sector will shortly commence;  
and

— Area of Natural Constraint scheme payments are being commenced this week and all  
other payments are being made without delay in order to support farmers in difficult  
economic circumstances.” (resumed) — An tAire Talmhaíochta, Bia agus Mara.

3. To insert  the following after  “provide additional  funding to  ensure  the  viability of  the 
knackery industry, while reviewing the fallen animal scheme.”:

“further notes that:

— the fact that the further the beef animal goes from the farm gate, the less information 
is made available on price; and in light of the distinct lack of information on margins  
in the processing sector or the farmers’  share of the carcass price received on EU 
markets by processors, including the volumes and value of specific cuts, there is now 
an  urgent  need  for  measures  to  be  taken to  provide  beef  price  transparency right 
across the supply chain; and

 further calls on the Government to:

— intensify  efforts  to  secure  EU Protected  Geographical  Indication  (PGI)  status  for  
certified grass-fed, extensively reared Irish suckler beef and in tandem with PGI status 
to develop a new marketing brand, along the lines of the Kerrygold brand, to sell this  
unique product into premium markets;

— implement  the  recommendation  to  the  Oireachtas  Joint  Committee  on Agriculture,  
Food and the Marine by the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission of 
28th May last, that a dedicated sectoral regulator be established as a matter of urgency  
to enforce the EU Directive on Unfair Trading Practices in the agricultural and food  
supply chain, and to deliver ongoing regulatory interventions to improve the welfare  
of farmers;

— as  an  interim  measure,  ensure  that  the  Minister  for  Business,  Enterprise  and 
Innovation shall,  under section 10(4) of the Competition and Consumer Protection 
Act 2014, request the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission to carry out 
a market study and analysis  on the nature and scale of consumer and beef farmer  
issues in the beef market and make recommendations, as appropriate; and

— ensure  that  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  Food  and  the  Marine  immediately 
convenes  a  cross-sector  implementation  group  to  establish  a  publicly  owned  and 
controlled national beef supply blockchain, which has the potential to transform the  
beef supply chain by reducing production costs, emissions and allowing the farmer to 
receive a premium return for beef while providing consumers with greater confidence  
in the beef they consume.” — Denis Naughten.

SCRÍBHINNÍ A LEAGADH FAOI BHRÁID NA dTITHE
DOCUMENTS LAID BEFORE THE HOUSES1

1 I gcás nach leagtar scríbhinn ach faoi bhráid aon Teach amháin, cuirfear (D) – Dáil nó (S) – Seanad ina 
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Reachtúil Statutory

Tairiscint Ceadaithe ag Teastáil Requiring Motion of Approval

Níl aon scríbhinn á leagan faoin gCatagóir  
seo

None

In-neamhnithe le Tairiscint Open to Motion to Annul

Níl aon scríbhinn á leagan faoin gCatagóir  
seo

None

Eile Other

Coláiste  Phádraig,  Droim  Conrach.  An 
Tuarascáil Airgeadais Bhliantúil don bhliain 
dar chríoch an 30 Meán Fómhair 2017.

St.  Patrick's  College,  Drumcondra.  Annual 
Financial  Report  for  year  ended  30 
September, 2017.

Ráiteas  i  scríbhinn  maidir  leis  na  téarmaí 
agus  coinníollacha  (conradh)  faoina 
ngníomhaíonn  nó  faoinar  ghníomhaigh  an 
Comhairleoir Speisialta, Sinéad Fennell, mar 
Chomhairleoir  Speisialta  don  Teachta 
Katherine Zappone,  Aire den Rialtas  ag an 
Roinn  Leanaí  agus  Gnóthaí  Óige,  le 
héifeacht ón 10 Iúil 2019, de bhun alt 19(a) 
de na hAchtanna um Eiticí in Oifig Phoiblí, 
1995 agus 2001. 

Statement  in  writing  of  the  terms  and 
conditions  (contract)  under  which  Special 
Adviser,  Sinéad  Fennell,  acts  or  acted  as  a 
Special  Adviser  to  Deputy  Katherine 
Zappone, Minister  of the Government at the 
Department  of  Children  and  Youth  Affairs, 
with effect  from 10 July,  2019,  pursuant  to 
section 19(4)(a) of the Ethics in Public Office 
Acts 1995 and 2001.

Ráiteas  i  dtaobh  an  gaol  an  Comhairleoir 
Sinéad  Fennell,  a  ghníomhaíonn  nó  a 
ghníomhaigh  mar  Chomhairleoir  don 
Teachta  Katherine  Zappone,  Aire  den 
Rialtas  ag  an  Roinn  Leanaí  agus  Gnóthaí 
Óige,  leis  an  sealbhóir  oifige,  nó  an  í  a 
páirtnéir sibhialta í, de bhun alt 19(4)(c) de 
na  hAchtanna  um  Eiticí  in  Oifig  Phoiblí, 
1995 agus 2001.

Statement  as  to  whether  Special  Adviser, 
Sinéad Fennell, who acts or acted as a Special 
Adviser  to  Deputy  Katherine  Zappone, 
Minister  of  the  Government  at  the 
Department of Children and Youth Affairs, is 
a relative or civil partner of the office holder, 
pursuant to section 19(4)(c)  of the Ethics in 
Public Office Acts 1995 and 2001.

Neamhreachtúil Non-Statutory

An  tOrdú  fán  Acht  um  Cheartas  Coiriúil 
(Cúnamh  Frithpháirteach)  (Leasú),  2015 
(Tosach Feidhme), 2019 (I.R. Uimh. 468 de 
2019).

Criminal  Justice  (Mutual  Assistance) 
(Amendment)  Act  2015  (Commencement) 
Order 2019 (S.I. No. 468 of 2019).

Tithe  an  Oireachtais.  An  Comhchoiste  um 
Oideachas agus Scileanna. Tuarascáil maidir 

Houses of the Oireachtas. Joint Committee on 
Education  and  Skills.  Report  on  Hearings 

diaidh dá réir sin.
 Where a document is laid before one House only it will be appended with (D) – Dáil or (S) – Seanad  
accordingly.
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le hÉisteachtaí i ndáil le Printíseachtaí agus 
Cúrsaí  Oiliúna a Ghlacadh.  Meán Fómhair, 
2019. 

Relating  to  the  Uptake  of  Apprenticeships 
and Traineeships. September, 2019.
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